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This study determined differences of fascia dentata (FD) 
peptide and inhibitory neuroanatomy between patients with 
epileptogenic hippocampal sclerosis (HS), those with ex- 
trahippocampal seizure pathologies, and autopsy compar- 
isons. Surgically treated temporal lobe epilepsy patients 
were clinically classified into two pathogenic categories: 
(1) HS with focal mesial temporal neuroimaging and his- 
tories of initial precipitating injuries to the brain (n = 18) 
and (2) non-HS patients with extrahippocampal mass le- 
sions or idiopathic seizures (i.e., without lesions or HS; 
mass lesion/idiopathic; n = 9). The hippocampal sections 
were studied for (1) granule cell, hilar, CA4, and CA3 neu- 
ron densities; (2) hilar densities and the percentage of neu- 
rons immunoreactive (IR) for neuropeptide Y (NPY), so- 
matostatin (SS), and glutamate decarboxylase (GAD); (3) 
densities of GAD neurons in the lower granule cell and in- 
fragranular zone (basket-like cells); (4) the semiquantitative 
pattern of IR peptides/GAD FD molecular layer axon sprout- 
ing; (5) IR gray values (GV) of the FD molecular layers; and 
(6) the thickness of the supragranular molecular layer. 

Results showed the following. (1) Compared to autop- 
sies, both HS and mass lesion/idiopathic patients showed 
less granule cell and CA3 neuron densities, but there were 
no statistical differences between the latter two pathogenic 
categories. (2) By contrast, compared to autopsies and 
mass lesion/idiopathic cases, HS patients showed less hi- 
lar and CA4 neuron densities, and there were no differ- 
ences between autopsies and mass lesion/idiopathic. (3) 
Compared to autopsies, the NPY and SS hilar neuron den- 
sities in HS patients, but not mass lesion/idiopathic cases, 
were less. (4) Compared to autopsies, the hilar GAD neuron 
densities for HS and mass lesion/idiopathic patients were 
not less. (5) In HS patients the averaged percentages of 
hilar SS neurons were less than autopsies, and no other 
differences of IR hilar percentages were found. (6) The den- 
sities of GAD basket-like neurons and the thickness of the 
supragranular molecular layer were not different between 
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any combination of pathogenic categories and autopsies. 
(7) By semiquantitative visual assessments, peptides/GAD 
axon sprouting into the FD was greater in HS compared to 
mass lesion/idiopathic or autopsies. (8) Compared to mass 
lesion/idiopathic cases, in HS NPY outer molecular layer 
GVs were lower, SS GVs were not different, and GAD inner 
molecular layer GVs were higher. (9) Analyses comparing 
the two pathogenic categories and neuron densities with 
peptides/GAD axon sprouting found six comparisons that 
correlated sprouting with hilar and CA4 neuron losses, and 
four comparisons showing greater sprouting in HS com- 
pared to mass lesion/idiopathic. 

These data indicate that there were greater hilar and CA4 
neuron losses and IR axon sprouting for NPY, SS, and GAD 
in the epileptogenic human fascia dentata compared to 
mass lesion/idiopathic patients with extrahippocampal sei- 
zures, and autopsies. Further, measures of IR sprouting 
correlated with hilar neuron losses, and hilar and CA4 neu- 
ron losses along with peptides/GAD axon sprouting were 
associated with clinical histories of initial precipitating in- 
juries to the brain. This supports the notion that in HS re- 
organized NPY, SS, and GAD axon circuits, which are pos- 
sibly inhibitory, may reinnervate the dendrites of granule 
cells following hippocampal injury and hyperinnervate the 
proximal dendritic zone, contributing to the pathophysiol- 
ogy of human hippocampal seizures. 

[Key words: hippocampal sclerosis, tumors, complex 
partial seizures, peptides, synaptic reorganization, inhibi- 
tion] 

Studies of human temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) over the past 
several decades have found several important pathophysiologic 
associations. For example, in surgically treated patients the most 
frequent pathologic findings are areas of focal pathology. The 
most common are (I) severe hippocampal neuron losses and 
gliosis, termed hippocampal sclerosis (HS), and (2) mass lesions 
(Babb et al., 1984b; Babb and Brown, 1987; Babb, 1991; Math- 
ern et al., 1995a). By contrast, autopsies of patients with various 
antemortem seizure types show less and more variable amounts 
of hippocampal neuron damage and this most likely represents 
extrahippocampal seizure associated damage rather than neuron 
losses associated with epileptogenesis (Margerison and Corsel- 
lis, 1966; Babb, 199 1; Mathern et al., 1995c,d). In surgically 
treated cases, averaged neuron densities are lower in HS com- 
pared to mass lesions (Babb and Brown, 1987; Mathern et al., 
1995a), and intracerebral electrodes recordings indicate that HS 
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is strongly associated with the chronic epileptogenic region 
while, by contrast, in mass lesions seizures probably propagate 
into the hippocampus (Babb et al., 1984a, 1987; Spencer et al., 
1993). Further, post-resection seizure control is more frequent in 
patients with focal pathologies compared to idiopathic TLE pa- 
tients (i.e., without hippocampal or temporal pathology), sup- 
porting the notion that the epileptic focus in the former patients 
was removed (Mathern et al., 1995b,d). Conceptually, it is not 
difficult to accept the notion that temporal mass lesions inter- 
acting with surrounding brain including the hippocampus partic- 
ipates in the pathogenesis of seizures. However, it is a paradox 
that an area of severe neuron losses (HS) can be epileptogenic. 
Over the last decade several hypotheses have been suggested, 
many directed at the fascia dentata for its role as the physiologic 
“gatekeeper” into the hippocampus, and the proposed patho- 
physiologic mechanisms have primarily concentrated on altera- 
tions in excitation and/or inhibition (Anderson et al., 1966; Slov- 
iter, 1989; Babb et al., I99 I ; Mathern et al., 1993). 

Currently, there are two principle hypotheses debated in the 
literature concerning fascia dentata epileptogenesis. The first has 
been based on rat perforant path stimulation experiments (Slov- 
iter and Damiano, 198 I ; McNamara, 1994; Sloviter, 1987, 1989, 
1994). This model showed that with short periods of perforant 
path stimulation there were no qualitative signs of hippocampal 
neuron injury and even with longer periods of stimulation (over 
8-12 hr) the first neurons excited, the granule cells (GC), were 
not damaged. However, with periods of stimulation that ap- 
proached 24 hr there was neuron damage first to hilar neurons 
followed by CA3 pyramids. The damage after 24 hr of stimu- 
lation has been equated to human “end folium sclerosis” (Slov- 
iter, 1987, 1989) which as a pathologic diagnosis is uncommon 
in surgically treated patients (Bruton, 1988; Babb, 1991). Extra- 
cellular GC recordings from those rats with perforant path in- 
duced damage showed short and long term loss of paired pulse 
inhibition and multiple GC population spikes (Sloviter, 1987). It 
was initially presumed that the electrophysiologic data repre- 
sented a decrease in inhibition rather than an increase in exci- 
tation, and was from excitotoxic loss of fascia dentata GA- 
BAergic neurons (Ribak et al., 1979, 1989; Sloviter, 1983). 
However, subsequent qualitative anatomic studies of the model 
showed preservation of GABA basket cells in the infragranular 
zone and preserved GABAergic axons around GCs, similar to 
the findings in the rat kainate mode1 and human hippocampal 
sclerosis (Babb et al., 1989; Davenport et al., 1990). Instead, 
there was loss of hilar somatostatin (SS) and neuropeptide Y 
(NPY) neurons as well as additional hilar damage consistent 
with mossy cell losses (Sloviter, 1987, 1989). 

From these rat studies the dormant basket cell hypothesis was 
proposed to explain the neuropathology, pathogenesis, and 
pathophysiology of the rat model and human hippocampal sei- 
zures (McNamara, 1994; Sloviter, 1994). It states that following 
hippocampal seizures there is loss of “inhibitory” hilar SS and 
NPY neurons. To further explain the loss of physiologic inhi- 
bition, the hypothesis proposed that surviving GABA basket 
cells are physiologically “dormant” due to loss of afferent syn- 
aptic connections from destroyed hilar mossy cells (Sloviter, 
1987, 1989, 199 I, 1994). Moreover, loss of physiologic inhibi- 
tion is an immediate and permanent feature following hippocam- 
pal seizure associated hilar neuron losses and precedes axon re- 
organization and sprouting (Sloviter, 1992, 1994). Hence, the 
proposed pathogenesis of HS consists of a cycle whereby any 
first seizure damages hilar neurons, lowering inhibition and gen- 

erating spontaneous subclinical seizures because of the de- 
creased thresholds. Each additional subclinical seizure further 
damages the hippocampus, repeating the cycle until the patient 
presents with the clinical TLE seizure syndrome. While this hy- 
pothetical scheme ties together the physiologic and anatomic 
data from the perforant path rat model, it is unclear if human 
epileptogenic hippocampi demonstrate the neuroanatomic 
changes predicted by the rat model and the proposed pathogenic 
hypothesis. Further, it is not known if the expected anatomic 
changes are also found in human hippocampi that are not epi- 
leptogenic but are involved in extrahippocampal temporal sei- 
zure activity (i.e., tumors) which may be similar to the excito- 
toxic perforant path stimulation model. 

The second current pathophysiologic hypothesis is one of syn- 
aptic reorganization. It states that after an initial precipitating 
injury (IPI) that preferentially damages hilar along with other 
principal hippocampal cells, surviving fascia dentata neurons re- 
spond by sprouting axon collaterals to reinnervate deafferented 
synapses, and the new synaptically reorganized axon synapses 
form aberrant circuits and connections that contribute to epilep- 
togenesis (Babb et al., 1991, 1992; de Lanerolle et al., 1992; 
Mathern et al., 1993, 1995a). Animal studies have shown that 
hippocampal axons including mossy fibers, and GABAergic fi- 
bers sprout and reinnervate deafferented synapses following 
neuron injury (Laurberg and Zimmer, 1981; Smialowski and 
Smialowski, 1981; Tauck and Nadler, 1985; Davenport et al., 
1990; Mathern et al., 1992). Reorganized axons, especially 
mossy fibers, have been associated with spontaneous chronic 
hippocampal seizures (Cavalheiro et al., 1982; Mathern et al., 
1993), and mossy fiber sprouting into the fascia dentata inner 
molecular layer has been demonstrated in humans (Babb et al., 
1988b, 1991; de Lanerolle et al., 1989; Houser et al., 1990). 
There is greater fascia dentata mossy fiber sprouting in HS com- 
pared to mass lesion patients, and HS patients nearly always 
have clinical IPI histories (Mathern et al., 1994b, 1995a,b). Like- 
wise, qualitative human studies indicate that in HS NPY and SS 
fibers seem to sprout in the fascia dentata (de Lanerolle et al., 
1989, 1992; de Lanerolle and Spencer, 1991), but it is unclear 
if these labeled peptides show quantitative differences between 
epileptogenic hippocampi compared to patients with extrahip- 
pocampal seizures. Further, inhibitory glutamate decarboxylase 
(GAD) containing neurons around principal neurons and GAD 
puncta densities are spared in HS (Babb et al., 1989; Babb, 
1992). However, it is unclear if there are increases in GAD fascia 
dentata sprouting that are specific pathologic markers associated 
with HS, and epileptogenesis similar to animal experiments 
(Davenport et al., 1990). 

This study determined, in human surgically treated TLE pa- 
tients, if there were quantitative differences between HS com- 
pared to non-HS patients for (I) fascia dentata and regio inferior 
neuron losses, (2) molecular layer axon sprouting for NPY and 
SS peptides, and (3) molecular layer inhibitory GAD fiber 
sprouting. The purpose and design was to discern if there was 
anatomic evidence of peptide and inhibitory axon re- or hyper- 
innervation associated with hilar neuron losses that were specific 
pathologic markers in the epileptogenic hippocampus. We tested 
the hypothesis that patients with epileptogenic hippocampi as- 
sociated with IPI histories and sclerosis would show greater hilar 
neuron losses and synaptic reorganization for NPY, SS, and 
GAD fibers compared to mass lesions and idiopathic TLE pa- 
tients without IPI histories whose seizures probably do not orig- 
inate in the hippocampus. Further, we tested the hypothesis that 
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molecular layer fascia dent&a sprouting would correlate with 
hilar neuron losses. These hypotheses were tested on patients (n 
= 27) from a single epilepsy center evaluated and treated using 
standardized clinical protocols and surgical procedures. 

This laboratory has studied and tested similar hypotheses for 
human fascia dentata mossy fiber sprouting published in recent 
reports (Mathern et al., 1995a-c). 

Materials and Methods 

Clinical material. Patients with intractable complex partial seizures of 
probable temporal lobe origin were evaluated at UCLA’s Clinical Neu- 
rophysiology Program (CNP) using standardized protocols previously 
published, the protocols were approved by the institution’s Human Sub- 
ject Protection Committee, and informed consent was obtained for use 
of any data for research studies (Engel et al., 1991; Engel, 1993). The 
diagnostic approach presumed that temporal lobe seizures began in or 
adjacent to regions of cerebral damage, and those regions could be 
localized based on the anatomic area of epileptic excitability and func- 
tional deficits. The decision for surgical therapy was based on localizing 
a single area for resection. Evaluation included detailed history and 
neurological examinations, interictal and ictal scalp/sphenoidal EEG, an 
extensive neuropsychological test battery, and intracarotid amobarbital 
injections (Wada test) for memory and speech representation. Neuroim- 
aging studies included high-resolution MRI with special protocols to 
visualize the hippocampal formation and ‘X-fluoro-2-deoxyglucose 
(FDG) PET If the initial (phase I) noninvasive data localized the focus 
to the anterior temporal region, patients were referred for a standardized 
en bloc resection including 3-4 cm of the hippocampus (Crandall, 1987; 
Skip patients; phase III). Alternately, if the initial data strongly sug- 
gested temporal lobe seizures but were insufficient to lateralize the lobe, 
then bilateral orthogonal temporal intracerebral electrodes were used to 
determine the epileptic lobe and area of temporal seizure onsets (Cran- 
dall et al., 1963; phase II; CNP patients). 

There were a total of 5 I temporal resections between December, 1988 
to June, 1992 (32 Skip, 19 CNP) in which the pathologic specimens 
were of sufficient quality to study both the temporal neocortex and 
hippocampus. Of these cases, 27 (53%) were used in this study. The 
lateral neocortex was serially sectioned, microscopically examined by 
the neuropathologist, all macroscopic mass lesions were identified, and 
pathologically classified. 

Clinical datu collection. For the purposes of this study we docu- 
mented if patients had any medical events prior to their onset of tem- 
poral lobe epilepsy and neuroimaging studies that indicated probable 
hippocampal sclerosis before temporal resection. Such information was 
abstracted from the medical record, and we have previously defined 
these medical events as initial precipitating injuries (IPI; Mathern et al., 
1994b, 1995b,d). These data were collected in a uniform manner by 
one author (GWM) who used a standardized format for data collection. 
Each medical record was carefully reviewed with special attention to 
the multiple interviews each patient had with medical personnel as part 
of the CNP evaluations. Any medical event or cerebral injury was noted 
and designated as .sign$cant if it was associated with unconsciousness 
for more than 30 min or alteration in cognition for more than 4 hr. For 
example, a note in the medical record of a prior “febrile seizure” was 
insufficient. The interviewers’ notes had to contain details of the injury 
(i.e., status epilepticus) and information on the patients condition after 
the injury (i.e., unconscious and hospitalized). Information was deemed 
reliable if similar data were obtained from separate notes by different 
interviewers. If details were lacking, attempts were made to contact the 
patient or a family member. These data along with neuroimaging data 
were collected without knowledge of the final hippocampal pathology 
and classified into the following categories. Hippocampul sclerosis (HS) 
were patients with an IPI history prior to the onset of their TLE and 
with evidence of focal mesial temporal anatomic and/or functional pa- 
thology on MRI or PET (i.e., hippocampal atrophy and/or PET hypo- 
metabolism). In this group the chronic temporal lobe seizures were pre- 
sumed to arise from the mesial temporal structures based on the depth 
electrode investigations, ictal scalp EEG, and prior published patho- 
physiologic studies of similar patients (Babb et al., 1984a,b, 1987). 
Further, significant postresection seizure reduction or relief implied that 
the epileptogenic focus had been removed (Mathern et al., 1995d). Muss 
lesion patients usually do not have IPI histories, had verified macro- 
scopic neuropathology, and presumably seizures originated primarily 

from the extrahippocampal lesion based on prior published studies 
(Goldring and Gregorie, 1986; Awad et al., I99 I ; Berger et al., 1993; 
Cascino et al., 1993). Idiopathic TLE patients were without IPI histories 
or mass lesions, there was very little post-resection seizure reduction, 
and hence there was not a pathophysiologic seizure focus in the resected 
anterior temporal lobe similar to previous reports (Mathern et al., 
1995b,d). The patients with mass lesions and idiopathic TLE were cat- 
aloged into a non-HS group (mass lesion/idiopathic) based on the pre- 
sumption that a component of their seizures began outside the hippo- 
campus (Mathern et al., 1994a,b, 1995a,d). 

Other clinical variables abstracted from the medical record were (I) 
age at the time of the IPI; (2) onset of spontaneous habitual TLE defined 
as that age when the patient’s typical habitual seizures, for which they 
were referred for surgical consideration, were first recognized by phy- 
sicians and/or family as distinct events; (3) age at surgery; and (4) side 
resected. For each HS patient, a latent period was determined defined 
as the interval in years from the IPI until the onset of their habitual 
TLE. For all patients, the duration of habitual TLE was the interval 
between the onset of TLE until surgery (Mathern et al., 1994b. 1995d). 

Patient follow-up was obtained using a standardized format abstract- 
ed from the medical record and research tiles. This information was 
collected independently of the above clinical and pathologic informa- 
tion. Outcome was classified using a modification of the scale proposed 
by Engel (1987) and was based on the incidence of seizures for the 
most recent I2 month period. The number of years since surgery was 
also recorded. Groups were cataloged as completely seizure free with 
or without simple sensory seizures (auras; class I), fewer than six sei- 
zures per year (class 2), between 0.5 to 2 seizures per month (class 3), 
and more than 2 seizures per month (class 4). The data was checked 
for accuracy for a subset of patients by comparison to a 1990 mailed 
survey that was collected and maintained separately from this study 
(Vickrey et al., 1992). 

Tissue collection and immunocytochemical processing. Hippocampal 
specimens from HS and mass lesion/idiopathic patients were freshly 
collected in the operating room and a 1 cm block was fixed in phosphate 
buffered 4% paraformaldehyde. The ICC protocols were similar to pre- 
vious publications (Babb et al., 1989; Mathern et al., 1994a). Antisera 
identified immunoreactivity (IR) for neuropeptide Y (NPY; I:4000 di- 
lution, from rabbit; Peninsula Laboratories, Inc., Belmont, CA), so- 
matostatin 28 (SS; the 1-14 subunit; I:2000 dilution, from rabbit; Inc- 
star, Stillwater, Minnesota), and glutamate decarboxylase (GAD; I:2000 
dilution, from sheep; Oertel et al., 1981). Briefly, 30 km adjacent sec- 
tions cut transverse to the axis of the hippocampus were collected from 
the cryostat and placed in individual 3 ml wells containing 0.05 M Tris- 
HCl buffered saline (TBS, pH 7.6) and free floating sections were pro- 
cessed the same day as follows, with 10 min TBS rinses (three changes) 
between each step: 5 min in 3% hydrogen peroxide, 10% methanol in 
TBS; 60 min in a blocking solution of 1.5% normal serum in TBS; 
overnight in primary antisera diluted in 1% normal blocking serum; 35 
min in diluted biotinylated species specific anti-Ig sera (goat anti-rabbit; 
rabbit anti-sheep; ABC kit, Vector Labs); and 60 min in a solution of 
excess avidin and biotinylated HRP (Vector Labs). The sections were 
developed simultaneously for 7-10 min in 0.05% 3,3’-diaminobenzidine 
tetrahydrochloride and 0.01% hydrogen peroxide. After sufficient co- 
lorization the reaction was halted by washing in several rinses of cold 
TBS, mounted on subbed slides, air dried, treated for 35 set in 0.1% 
osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), dehydrated 
through graded alcohols to xylene, and coverslipped. The tissue was 
processed within 34 d of surgery, and NPY, SS, and GAD were co- 
processed to ensure uniform IR staining. 

For comparison purposes, three human autopsies were processed and 
analyzed for IR to the two peptides and GAD. One autopsy patient was 
a 49 year old who died from idiopathic cardiomyopathy. The second 
was a 56 year old with metastatic adenocarcinoma, and the third was a 
59 year old who died from an acute myocardial infarction. None of the 
patients had antemortem clinical seizures or evidence of brain pathology 
on postmortem examination. The specimens were collected within a few 
hours after death prior to autolysis, and processed in the same manner 
as the surgical cases. 

Tissue unulysis. NPY, SS, and GAD hippocampal sections were an- 
alyzed for the following. (1) The estimated density and percentage of 
all three IR neurons in the fascia dentata hilus. (2) The estimated density 
of GAD neurons in the lower stratum granulosum and infragranular 
zone consistent with inhibitory basket-like cells. (3) The average thick- 
ness (i.e., height) of the supragranular molecular layer. (4) A semiquan- 
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titative visual assessment of the pattern of TR puncta and axon fiber 
sprouting in the fascia dentata molecular layer. (5) The IR gray values 
(GV) of the density in the inner molecular layer (IML) compared to the 
middle and outer molecular layer. The middle and outer molecular layer 
in the remainder of the text will be collectively referred to as the 
“OML.” All data were collected independently and blindly to the clin- 
ical and other pathologic data. 

Density un(l pwcentugr ($ hilar IR neuron.s. This method was similar 
to our prior published techmque used to determine the estimated density 
of other fascia dentata neurons in the adjacent Nissl sections (see be- 
low). At 400X an ocular grid was positioned over the hilus. The pyr- 
amids of CA4 and CA3c located between the blades of the stratum 
granulosum and the polymorphic cells in the subgranular zone (a 100 
pm thick area) were avoided by positioning the grid in areas that clearly 
contained only hilar neurons. Neurons with distinctly IR soma within 
the grid were counted, the grid moved to another hilar location and the 
procedure repeated until the entire hilar region was covered. Using 
Abercrombie’s ( 1946) correction for nuclear diameter ( I4 pm) and sec- 
tion thickness (30 pm), the estimated density of IR neurons per cubic 
millimeter was determined. Finally, the relative percentage of hilar IR 
neurons was calculated as the density of IR neurons divided by the 
density of total hilar neurons as measured from the u~ljacenr Nissl sec- 
tion from that hippocampal specimen. 

Density of‘inhihitor~ GAD husker cells. Similar to the analysis above, 
at 400X an ocular grad was positioned over the lower half of the SG 
and subgranular zone (a 150 pm wide area) and all GAD IR cells were 
counted. The procedure was repeated over the length of the stratum 
granulosum and the estimated densities determined incorporating Aber- 
crombie’s corrections. 

Visuul ussessmmt of’ molecular luyer .sprouting. Four observers in- 
dependently and blindly classified the visual pattern of IR puncta and 
axon fibers in the molecular layer using a progressive sprouting score 
of I to 3 as described and illustrated in Figure I. This was a quantifiable 
measure of the number, direction, and orientation of axon fibers, and 
the amount of background IR staining (i.e., darkness) was not a com- 
ponent of this measure. Each observer first compared the fascia dentata 
molecular layer in each specimen with the histologic patterns as illus- 
trated in the reference scale (Fig. I ; i.e., I, 2, or 3). The observer’s score 
could be modified up or down by 0.25 increments if the pattern looked 
slightly more or less than the reference in Figure I. The four individual 
scores were averaged into a final semiquantitative value of axon sprout- 
ing for each peptide and GAD specimen. 

GV moleculur ltryrr &witie.s. As a second measure the density (dark- 
ness) of IR in the IML and OML was measured by an image analysis 
computer as an average of the gray value (GV) between white (0) to 
black (255). A monochrome CCD camera attached to a Zeiss micro- 
scope and interfaced with a Zeiss IBAS image analysis computer was 
used and the luminance was uniformly maintained between measure- 
ments. The fascia dentata molecular layer between the hippocampal 
fissure to the stratum granulosum was imaged and digitized. The op- 
erator outlined for the computer the region of the IML and OML, and 
the average GV of the pixels in the outlined area determined. This was 
repeated over five different molecular layer sample sites and the data 
averaged into a final GV for the IML or OML. To control for the 
potential bias of specimens that had been individually processed and to 
assure that the changes in IR were not simply from diffuse changes in 
existing fibers, a calculated value was determined that measured the GV 
difference between the IML and OML. The differences in the time from 
tissue “death” until fixation was longer for autopsy specimens, and the 
background IR staining was not as consistent as the surgical specimens. 
Therefore, only the specimens from HS and mass lesion/idiopathic pa- 
tients which had been uniformly fixed and processed were included in 
this analysis. 

Thickness of‘ the suprugrunulur moleculur luyer. An additional mea- 
sure obtained from the image computer was the average thickness (i.e., 
height) of the fascia dentata molecular layer. The area from the hippo- 
campal fissure to the top of the granule cells along the blades of the 
fascia dentata, avoiding the bend, were outlined for the computer. Once 
imaged, the computer calculated a single value that measured the av- 
erage thickness along the entire fascia dentata blade. 

Quunt$fird hippocumpul neuron densities. Adjacent hippocampal sec- 
tions were stained with cresylecht violet (CV) for histopathologic re- 
view (30 pm thick) and cell counts (10 pm). Counts were at 400X 
using grid morphometric techniques with Abercrombie’s (1946) correc- 
tions, and the hippocampal subfields counted were based on Lorente de 

No’s (1933) classification. The subfields were the granule cells and hilar 
neurons of the fascia dentata, CA4, and CA3 stratum pyramidale. A 
word on nomenclature. Lorente de No originally labeled all neurons 
between the blades of the stratum granulosum as CA4 and a portion of 
CA3c. Modern neuroanatomists recognize that this fascia dentata region 
contains several neuron populations. One is an extension from CA3b 
of pyramids (i.e., CA3c and CA4) and a second is a population of hilar 
neurons between the subgranular zone and pyramids. This study con- 
sidered CA4 the pyramids within the stratum granulosum blades which 
included some CA3c neurons and these pyramids were distinct anatom- 
ically and morphologically from the hilar neurons. Further, our CA3 
densities were equivalent to Lorente de No’s CA3b. 

The counts were performed by one person (J.K.P.) blinded to other 
collected data. It should be emphasized that our neuron density method 
is a relative estimate and not an absolute calculation of the number of 
hippocampal neurons. In surgical specimens it is nearly impossible to 
correct for changes in tissue volume, such as from fixation shrinkage 
and pathologic atrophy. However. neuron densities are relative esti- 
mates, neuron losses between groups of patients can be accurately de- 
termined when comparing tissue that is similarly processed, and our 
method is an accepted quantified technique in human surgical studies 
(Babb et al., 1984a,b). Control comparison tissue (n = 10) consisted of 
autopsies of comparable ages without cerebral pathology, processed in 
the same manner as the stargical material, and collected within a few 
hours after death prior to autolysis. Previous published studies have 
found that autopsy controls as used in this study do not introduce ar- 
tifacts that affect human neuron density measurements, and control hip- 
pocampal cell densities are statistically stable from age 2 to 55 years 
(Mouritzen-Dam, 1980; Babb et al., 1984a.b; Mathern et al.. I994a,b). 

Dutu undysis. Data were entered into a database on a personal com- 
puter and analyzed using a statistical program (SUPER ANOVA version 
1 .I, Abacus Concepts, Inc., Berkeley, CA). Differences between the 
pathogenic categories and autopsies were statistically compared using 
an analysis of variance (ANOVA) and further compared between indi- 
vidual groups (at p < 0.05) using the Games-Howell test that controls 
for multiple comparisons of unequally sized samples and of unassumed 
variances. Other statistical tests included analysis of covariance (AN- 
COVA) and x?. Results were plotted with DELTAGRAPH PROFESSIONAL 

(DeltaPoint, Inc., Monterey, CA). Results were considered statistically 
significantly different at a confidence level of 17 < 0.05. 

Results 

Clinical profile 

A total of 30 cases were studied for the peptides/GAD neuron 
densities and molecular layer sprouting (27 surgical specimens 
and three comparison autopsies). All three (NPY, SS, and GAD) 
were examined in 23 cases (77%, 20 surgical), and the other 
seven cases had two of the three. By clinical IPI histories and 
presurgical neuroimaging, I8 patients (67%) fit into the HS clin- 
ical pathogenic category. Of the HS cases, nine had a single 
prolonged or complex first seizure, five had multiple nonpro- 
longed childhood seizures prior to the onset of their TLE, and 
four had nonseizure signilicant medical events (i.e., cerebral 
trauma, hypoxia; see Mathern et al., 1994b, I995b,d). Seven HS 
patients (39%) had depth electrode studies which showed that 
the chronic seizure onsets were in the resected mesial temporal 
lobe. Post-resection seizure data (minimum 1 year, average 2.4 
years) were available in 15 (83%) patients, and 93% were either 
seizure free (class I; n = IO) or had fewer than six seizures per 
year (class 2; y1 = 4) which was a substantial improvement com- 
pared to presurgery. There were nine patients (33%) in the mass 
lesion/idiopathic category. Of the seven mass lesions, three were 
gliomas, two were macroscopic heterotopias, and two were cav- 
ernous angiomas. Two patients had no IPIs nor mass lesions, 
both continued to have frequent seizures (class 3) at least 1 year 
after resection, and they were classified as idiopathic TLE. The 
mean age at habitual TLE onsets (years 2 SEM) were not dif- 
ferent between the two pathogenic categories (HS 13.2 + 2.1; 
mass lesion/idiopathic 13.9 + 2.8; p = 0.84), and the age at 
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Figure I. Photomicrographs that illustrate the semiquantitative IR visual assessments of molecular layer axon reactive synaptogenesis for NPY, 
SS, and GAD. The micrographs are oriented with the outer and inner molecular layers on top (OML, IML), followed by the granule cells (gc, 



surgeries were not different (HS 3 I. 1 k 2.1; mass lesion/idio- 
pathic 32.5 -t 4.4; p = 0.74). There were 11 (41%; p = NS) 
left-sided resections with no differences between the pathogenic 
categories. 

Neuron densities 

Figure 2 illustrates the neuron densities for the pathogenic cat- 
egories and autopsies for the subfields of the fascia dentata and 
regio inferior. All subfields showed differences (see Fig. 2 cap- 
tion), and the post hoc tests showed that compared to autopsies 
the pattern of neuron loss was different between HS and mass 
lesion/idiopathic patients. For granule cells and CA3 pyramids 
there were lower neuron densities in mass lesion/idiopathic and 
HS compared to autopsies (see *), but there were no differences 
between the two pathogenic categories. By contrast, hilar neu- 
rons and CA4 pyramid densities showed fewer neurons in HS 
compared to autopsies und mass lesion/idiopathic (see **), but 
there were no differences between autopsies and mass lesion/ 
idiopathic. 

Another way to illustrate this finding is to compare the per- 
centage of cases where the neuron densities are less than the 
expected 95% confidence limits of the autopsies (two tailed; p 
< 0.025; Table I). The percentage of mass lesion/idiopathic 
cases with neuron densities below the autopsies 95% confidence 
level was less for the hilus (33%) and CA4 (0%) regions com- 
pared to the granule cells (55%) and CA3 pyramids (50%). By 
contrast, in HS patients an average 76% of cases were less than 
the 95% confidence level. The number of cases with neuron 
densities less than the 95% limit were different between HS and 
mass lesion/idiopathic patients @ < 0.025). 

Regression analyses comparing the hippocampal subfield neu- 
ron densities, controlling for the pathogenic category (ANCO- 
VA), showed that granule cell densities correlated with CA4 (r 
= 0.74; p = 0.007) but not hilar (p = 0.10) and CA3 (JJ = 
0.07) densities. Hilar densities correlated with CA4 (Y = 0.71; 
p = 0.0007), but not CA3 (p = 0.17) densities. 

Hilur IR neuron densities and percentuges 

Figure 3 illustrates the differences in the estimated densities (up- 
per graph) and percentages (lower graph) of hilar NPY, SS, and 
GAD neurons for the pathogenic categories and autopsies. The 
important observations were the following. (I) Compared to au- 
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Figure 2. Graph illustrating the neuron densities in the fascia dentata 
and regio inferior of surgical specimens from the pathogenic categories 
HS and mass lesion/idiopathic compared to autopsy specimens. The 
neuron densities (mean i SEM) in the granule cells- (G-C) for autopsy 
(289,422 ? 16,072), mass lesion/idiopathic (191,700 + 26, 12l), and 
HS (130,600 ? 11,380) were different (ANOVA; F = 13.6; p = 
O.OOOl), with HS and mass lesion/idiopathic less than autopsy (see *; 
p < 0.05; Games-Howell). Mass lesion/idiopathic and HS were not 
different. The fascia dentata hilar neurons for autopsy (3582 + 266), 
mass lesion/idiopathic (3500 + 541) and HS (1278 + 175) were dif- 
ferent (F = 17.6; p = O.OOOl), but only HS was less than autopsy and 
mass lesion/idiopathic (see **; p < 0.05). The CA4 results were similar 
to the pattern seen in the hilus. The densities for autopsy (I 1938 ? 
1528), mass lesion/idiopathic (9570 & 1232), and HS (5776 ? 613) 
were different (F = 9.85; p = 0.0006), but only HS counts were less 
than autopsy and mass lesion/idiopathic (see **; p < 0.05). The CA3 
results were similar to the pattern for granule cells. The densities in 
autopsy (21,792 ? 947) mass lesion/idiopathic (14,591 -+ 1409) and 
HS (I 1,255 t 803) were different (F = 15.9; p = O.OOOl), with HS 
and mass lesion/idiopathic less than autopsy (see *: p < 0.05). 

topsies, the hilar NPY densities were not different for mass le- 
sion/idiopathic cases, but were less for HS patients (**, upper 
graph). However, the percentages of neurons between autopsies, 
HS, and mass lesion/idiopathic cases were not different (p = 
0.47; lower graph) indicating that hilar NPY neuron losses were 
proportional to the total amount of hilar damage. (2) Hilar SS 

arrowheads), and toward the bottom the hilus (h). The normal NPY pattern (NPY-I) was similar to the description by Chan-Palay et al. (1986a) 
and Amaral and Campbell (1986). There are very few fibers and puncta in the inner molecular layer (IML) compared to the number of immuno- 
reactive (IR) fibers in the OML. There was a fairly distinct IR border between the IML and OML. With intermediate sprouting (NPY-2) there were 
slightly greater number of IR axons in the IML and some fibers appear to coarse through the gcs. However, the OML plexus was intact and the 
border between the IML and OML was identifiable. In severe sprouting (NPY-3) the IR axon pattern had a more uniform appearance in all molecular 
layers. There were more fibers and they often had a chaotic orientation, and the border between the IML and OML was very faint or absent. Notice 
that visually in NPY-3, the OML appears to have less IR (lighter) compared to NPY-2 consistent with the gray value measurements (see Fig. 4). 
The normal SS pattern (SS-I) was similar to the description of Chan-Palay (1987) and Amaral et al. (1988). There were scant IR in the IML and 
a faintly darker IR axon pattern in the OML that forms an semidistinct border between the IML and OML. With intermediate SS sprouting (SS-2) 
there are a few fibers coursing through the GCs into the IML. However, there was less IR compared to the similar score for NPY (compare NPY-2 
and SS-2). In severe sprouting (XS-3) there were more fibers and puncta in the molecular layers and the border between the IML and OML was 
nearly absent. Notice that visually in SS-3 the molecular layers appear slightly darker compared to SS-2 (see Fig. 4). The normal GAD pattern 
(GAD-I) was similar to the description of the normal primate fascia dentata (Babb et al., 1988a). The IR puncta were diffusely present and outlined 
gcs. With intermediate sprouting (GAD-2) there was greater IR puncta around gcs (arrow&&) and the increased density of GAD extends into the 
innermost region of the IML. With severe soroutine (GAD-31 the GAD uuncta extend from gcs well into the IML. Notice that visuallv in GAD-3 
the IML appgars slightly darker compared co GAD:2~ (see Fig. 4). The ihree examples of inyermediate sprouting (#2) were from the same patient 
with idiopathic TLE. Seizures began without known risk factors at age 21 years and surgery was performed at age 35 years. Seizures continued 
following surgery at greater than I per month, and the overall hippocampal neuron loss averaged 16%. The three examples of severe sprouting 
(#3) were from the same patient with hippocampal sclerosis. There were frequent childhood generalized seizures from age I I to 36 months and 
complex partial temporal seizures began at age 7.5 years. Surgery was at age 32 years, hippocampal neuron loss averaged 80%, and the patient 
has been without seizures since operation. All photos are at equal magnification; scale bar, 100 pm. 
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Table 1. Percentage of cases with neuron densities less than the 
95% confidence intervals (two tailed) of the autopsy comparison 
cases (n = 10) 

Av- 
GCs Hilus CA4 CA3 erape* 

Mass lesion/idiopathic (II = 9) 55% 33% 0% 50% 35% 
Hippocampal sclerosis (17 = 18) 83% 89% SO% 83% 76% 

*, x’ = 5.67, ,’ < 0.025. 

densities showed a loss for HS cases but not mass lesion/idio- 
pathic patients compared to autopsies for both the density (*, 
upper graph) and percentage (*, lower graph) measures. Thus, 
in HS there was a preferential loss of hilar SS neurons that 
exceeded the total hilar neuron loss. (3) Hilar GAD densities 
tended to be lower for HS and mass lesion/idiopathic cases com- 
pared to autopsies but were not statistically different (p = 0.83; 
upper graph), and numerically represented a greater proportion 
of hilar neurons in HS compared to mass lesion/idiopathic and 
autopsies @ = 0.20; lower graph). Further, we checked if the 
anterior to posterior location of the hippocampal section used to 
measure the neuron densities influenced the data. No statistical 
differences were found for NPY @ = 0.84), SS (p = 0.56), or 
GAD (p = 0.79). 
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Inhibitory GAD husket-like cells 

In the lower half of the stratum granulosum and infragranular 
zone, a 1.50 Km region, the density of GAD neurons per cubic 
millimeter for autopsies (697 + 292) were numerically greater 
than mass lesion/idiopathic (438 + 214), and HS (343 + 92) 
patients but were not statistically different (p = 0.49). Further, 
the percentage of GAD basket-like cells compared to the total 
number of fascia dentata GAD neurons (hilus plus basket-like 
neurons) for autopsies (65.8 t 1 l.O%), mass lesion/idiopathic 
(52.6 ? 11.5%), and HS (49.6 t 6.6%) were not different (p 
= 0.61). 

Molecular layrr thicknrss 

The average thickness (mm Ifr SEM) of the fascia dentata mo- 
lecular layer for autopsies (0.488 2 0.045); mass lesion/idio- 
pathic (0.447 2 0.04 1); and HS (0.5 18 2 0.032) were not dif- 
ferent (p = 0.42). This indicates that despite lower granule cell 
neuron densities in HS patients the molecular layer height be- 
tween the hippocampal fissure to the top of the granule cells was 
not less than the non-HS cases. 

Figure 3. Graphs illustrating for autopsy, mass lesion/idiopathic, and 
HS the density of hilar neurons IR for NPY, SS, and GAD (upper 
graph), and the percentage of these IR neurons compared to the total 
number of hilar neurons as counted in the adjacent Nissl sections (lower 
gruph). Upper gruph, the density (mean -C SEM) of NPY neurons for 
autopsy (704 + 75), mass lesion/idiopathic (730 k 93). and HS (212 
IT 52) were different (F = 17.1; p = 0.0001) with HS less than autopsy 
and mass lesion/idiopathic (see :**: p < 0.05). The SS neuron densities 
showed that autopsy (655 k 127), mass lesion/idiopathic (507 L 156), 
and HS (102 t 34) were different (F = 9.6; p = O.OOOS), with HS 
less than autopsy (see *, p < 0.05). The GAD densities for autopsy 
(347 + 208), mass lesion/idiopath:c (321 + l37), and HS (258 k 47) 
were not different (F = 0.2; p = 0.83). Lmvrr graph, As a percentage 
(mean 2 SEM) of total Nissl-stained hilar neurons, NPY percentages 
were not different (F = 0.8; p = 0.47) for autopsy (20 +- 4.0), mass 
lesion/idiopathic (22 ? 3.5), or HS (17 ? 2.6). SS percentages were 
different (F = 4.0; p = 0.031) between autopsy (19 k S.2), mass 
lesion/idiopathic (12 -C 2.5), and HS (7 k I .7), with HS less than 
autopsy (see *; p < 0.05). GAD percentages were not different (F = 
1.4; p = 0.259) between autopsy (1 I t 7.0), mass lesion/idiopathic 
(12 k 6.0), and HS (23 -C 4.2). 

Visual ussrssmrnts of’ IR umn sprouting 

The upper graph of Figure 4 shows the differences in the av- 
eraged semiquantitative scores (mean i SEM) of the pattern of 
IR axon sprouting as illustrated in the photomicrographs of Fig- 
ure I between the pathogenic categories and autopsies. Both 
peptides and GAD showed differences (see Fig. 4 caption). Post 
hoc comparisons indicate that each category was different from 
any other (see **) and the greatest sprouting scores were in HS 
patients. Further, if autopsy cases were not considered, there was 
greater IR axon sprouting in HS compared to mass lesion/idio- 
pathic for NPY (p = 0.004). SS (p = 0.0004), and GAD (p = 
0.0 I 8). 

egories for the IML and OML. This was a measure of IR density 
in only the surgical specimens. The GV scale was from white 
(value of 0) to black (value of 255). The GVs (mean +- SEM) 
ranged from 42 t 3 to 105 ? 4. The important findings were 
the following. (1) Compared to mass lesion/idiopathic cases, in 
HS patients the NPY GVs in the OML were lighter (lower GVs; 
p = 0.04) while the IML GVs were not different (p = 0.79). 
(2) Compared to mass lesion/idiopathic cases, in HS patients the 
SS GVs in both the OML and IML trended toward darker IR 
(higher GVs) but the differences were not significant (OML p 
= 0.054; IML p = 0.089). (3) Compared to mass lesion/idio- 
pathic cases, in HS patients the GAD GVs in the IML were 
darker (higher GVs; p = 0.007) while the OML GVs were not 
different (p = 0.82). Notice that for both peptides and GAD the 
averaged IML were always lighter (lower GV) compared to the 
averaged OML. 

Gruy valur~ of‘ molrcular lqer sprouting GV diferences between the IML and OML 

The middle graph of Figure 4 shows the mean quantitative GVs The averaged GVs in the middle graph of Figure 4 were direct 
and differences between HS and the mass lesion/idiopathic cat- measures from specimens collected and processed in a rigid pro- 
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Fi~urv 4. Graphs illustrating for NPY, SS, and GAD the differences 
between the pathogenic categories of (I) the averaged visual assess- 
ments of molecular layer IR sprouting as scored from Figure 1 (upper 
~rqh), (2) the averaged gray value (GV) measurements of fascia den- 
tata inner and outer molecular layers (IML; OML; middle graph), and 
(3) the difference in GV measures between the IML and OML (lower 
gr+). U/~XJY ,qrcrl,h, there were differences in the visual assessments 
(mean score +- SEM; see Fig. I for details) of molecular layer IR 
sprouting for NPY (autopsy I I -1- 0.06; mass lesion/idiopathic I .95 + 
0.14; HS 2.5 2 0.1 1; F = 16.6; p = O.OOOl), SS (autopsy 1.1 + 0.1; 
mass lesion/idiopathic I .6 + 0.13; HS 2.4 ? 0.13; F = 16.5; p = 
0.000 I ), and GAD (autopsy I .O ? 0; mass lesion/idiopathic I .8 + 0. I I ; 
HS 2.4 ? 0.15; F = 13.9; p = 0.0002), with each category different 
from the other two (see **; p < 0.05). Mitidle gruph, the GVs (mean 
? SEM; scale: white, 0; black, 255) showed that there were differences 
between peptides/CAD. The NPY GVs in the OML were lighter (lower 
GV) in HS (89 2 5) compared to mass lesion/idiopathic (105 -C 4; F 
= 4.5; p = 0.044). In the IML, NPY GVs for HS (73 + 4) and mass 
lesion/idiopathic (72 + 3) were not different (F = 0.07; p = 0.79). For 
SS, both OML and IML GVs trended toward darker IR (higher GV) in 
HS (OML 65 2 4; IML 52 t 3) compared to mass lesion/idiopathic 
(OML 54 f 4; IML 42 ? 3, but the differences were not significant 
(OML F = 4. I, p = 0.054; IML F = 3.3, p = 0.085). By contrast, the 
GAD GVs in the IML were darker (higher GV) in HS (68 2 4) than 
mass lesion/idiopathic (54 ?I 3; F = 9.3; p = 0.007). In the OML, 
GAD-IR GVs for HS (80 t 3) and mass lesion/idiopathic (79 + 5) 
were not different (F = 0.05; p = 0.82). Notice that for each peptide 
and GAD the IML GVs were lower (i.e., lighter) than the OML GVs. 
Lower grccph, the GV differences between the lighter IML (lower GVs) 
and darker OML (higher GVs) for the clinical pathogenic groups are 
illustrated. For NPY there were greater GV difference in mass lesion/ 
idiopathic (33.5 ? 3.3) than HS (16.0 2 2.2; F = 19.8; p = 0.0002). 
The SS GV differences for mass lesion/idiopathic (I I .2 ? 2.1) and HS 
(13.9 t 1.9) were not different (F = 0.75; p = 0.37). The GAD GV 
differences for mass lesion/idiopathic (25.4 ? 5.0) and HS (I I.9 ? 
1.4) were different (F = 9.3; p = 0.007). 

tocol. However, the individual specimens were not batched pro- 
cessed. A measure that reduces this variability and potential er- 
ror is the GV difference between two adjacently measured 
regions (i.e., IML and OML). These data are illustrated in the 
lower graph of Figure 4. The important findings were the fol- 
lowing. (I) For NPY (p = 0.0002) and GAD (p = 0.007) the 
GV differences between the IML and OML were greater in mass 
lesion/idiopathic compared to HS patients. This would indicate 
that in HS the GVs were similar throughout the molecular layer 
consistent with our visual assessments (see example NPY-3 and 
GAD-3 in Fig. 1). (2) For SS there were no differences (p = 
0.37). Incorporating the findings of the averaged GVs (Fig. 4, 
middle graph), the GV difference between the IML and OML 
would indicate that (1) for NPY the decrease in the GV differ- 
ences in HS compared to mass lesion/idiopathic means that the 
OML GVs were more like the IML (i.e., lighter; see Middle 
graph); and (2) for GAD the decrease in the GV difference in 
HS means that the IML was more like the OML (i.e., darker, 
see middle graph). 

Correlation of IR moleculur layer sprouting and neuron losses 

Single7fuctor corre1ution.s. The quantitative measures of IR 
sprouting were compared with the clinical pathogenic categories 
and neuron densities. The results are shown in Table 2, the sig- 
nificant findings are in bold type and were found in 32 (53%) 
comparisons. Correlations were more frequently found in the 
semiquantitative visual assessments of axon sprouting and GV 
differences between the IML and OML (n = 25; 83%) than in 
the averaged GVs (n = 7; 23%; x? = 10.1; p < 0.001). Further, 
we compared the measures of peptides/GAD sprouting to all the 
clinical time course variables such as duration of TLE, age at 
first seizure, age at IPI, etc. and one correlation was found. For 
HS patients the NPY GV differences between the IML and OML 
correlated with the length of the latent period (Fig. 5). In other 
words, in HS patients shorter latent periods correlated with light- 
er NPY GVs in the OML at the time of surgery. 

Analyses qf covariance (ANCOVA). The single factor corre- 
lations did not account for the clinical pathogenic categories 
when comparing neuron losses to peptides/GAD sprouting. Re- 
peating these analyses comparing the pathogenic categories and 
hippocampal neuron densities to the visual assessments of IR 
sprouting and GV differences between the IML and OML 
showed several results (Table 3). Depending on the peptides/ 
GAD and the quantitative measure of IR sprouting, correlations 
were found with either neuron losses, especially the hilus and 
CA4, and/or the pathogenic category. 

(I) Increasing amounts of visually assessed NPY axon sprout- 
ing (see Fig. I) correlated with loss of hilar (p = 0.013) and 
CA4 (p = 0.020) neurons. 

(2) The NPY GV differences between the IML and OML 
were greater in mass lesion/idiopathic patients compared to HS 
(p = 0.023). In other words, lighter OML GVs were associated 
with HS compared to mass lesion/idiopathic patients. In the 
same column of NPY GV difference in Table 3, similar findings 
were suggested in the hilar and CA3 ANCOVAs but the affects 
were not statistically significant (p = 0.057 and 0.07, respec- 
tively). 

(3) The visual assessments of SS axon sprouting were greater 
in HS compared to mass lesion/idiopathic @ = 0.002) and were 
not influenced by the GC densities 0, = 0.41). The interactions 
of these two variables were also significant 0, = 0.04). 

(4) Increasing amounts of visually assessed GAD axon sprout- 
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Table 2. Single-factor comparisons of molecular layer IR sprouting with neuron densities and the clinical pathogenic categories 
(excluded autopsy cases) 

NPY 

Pattern GV diff 

Somatostatin GAD 

Pattern GV diff Pattern GV diff 

GAD 
NPY Somatostatin OML 
OMLGV IML GV OMLGV IML GV GV IML GV 

Path cat. 9.99/0.004 19.8/0.0002 17.3/0.0004 0.74/0.39 6.76/0.018 9.3/0.007 4.510.044 0.07lO.78 4.210.054 3.2/0.085 O.WO.82 9.3/0.007 

GC Ch 9.2/0.006 2.1/O.Ih 3.510.07 0.33/0.57 6.5lO.019 4.2/0.056 1.X/0.19 0.27/0X10 1.410.26 1.010.32 0.05/0.83 4.4/0.050 

Hilar cts 21.4/0.0001 11.5/0.002 12.2/0.002 0.78/0.38 &O/O.011 17.1/0.0006 3.7/0.068 O.Ol/O.Y6 1.2lO.28 O.S8/0.45 0.04/0.85 9.7/0.006 

CA4 cts 13.3/0.001 8.3/0.008 8.7/0.007 0.60/0.45 17.2/0.0007 3.9/0.06 2.SlO.12 O.Ol/O.Y5 2.3/0.14 I.610.2 I 0.75/0.40 8.2/0.011 

CA3 cts 6.3/0.019 4.4/0.045 2.0/0.16 I .4/0.24 6.0/0.025 4.8/0.04 I .4/0.25 0.03/0.X6 2.510. I3 I .2/0.29 0. I9/0.67 6.3/0.022 

Data are presented as F value/(, value. Boldface values are statistically significant at p < 0.05. 

ing correlated with loss of hilar (p = 0.023) and CA4 (p = 
0.007) neurons. 

Finally, multivariant analyses of covariance found one result. 
The GAD GV differences between the IML and OML, indicat- 
ing an increase in IML sprouting, correlated with CC 0, = 
0.015) and CA4 (p = 0.02) neuron losses. Overall, six compar- 
isons found correlations between molecular layer IR axon 
sprouting and hippocampal neuron losses, and four comparisons 
found that the pathogenic category HS was associated with more 
peptides/GAD sprouting compared to mass lesion/idiopathic pa- 
tients. 

Discussion 

This study found several findings that associated greater reac- 
tive synaptogenesis of fibers that were labeled for NPY, SS, 
and GAD in epileptogenic fascia dentata along with preferen- 
tial losses of hippocampal hilar and CA4 neurons when com- 
pared with mass lesion/idiopathic patients and autopsies (non- 
HS). Further, our findings associates greater hilar and CA4 
neuron losses and peptides/GAD sprouting with IPI histories. 
This was similar to other reports from this laboratory that have 
associated greater supragranular mossy fiber reactive synapto- 
genesis with epileptogenic human hippocampi and IPIs (Math- 
ern et al., 1995a-c). The current findings expand upon other 
qualitative human hippocampal studies of peptide neuron 
losses and axon sprouting (de Lanerolle et al., 1989, 1992; de 
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Figure 5. A correlation was found for HS patients between the length 
of the latent period and the GV difference between the IML and OML 
(r = 0.54; F = 5.6; p = 0.03). Patients with IR lighter OMLs (i.e., less 
GV difference between the OML and IML) had shorter latent periods. 

Lanerolle and Spencer, 1991), and quantitative GAD studies 
(Babb et al., 1989; Babb, 1992). It is worth reemphasizing that 
this was a retrospective study from a single epilepsy center 
where patients were approved for surgery based on the diag- 
nosis that the seizure onsets were in the anterior temporal lobe, 
and the en bloc surgical resection was designed to remove the 
focus for pathologic examination. The strengths of this ap- 
proach are that the patients were uniformly medically evalu- 
ated, and the independent statistical variables, such as the 
pathogenic categories and IPI histories, were not the primary 
consideration for surgery. However, our results may not be as 
relevant to patients with unilateral extratemporal or bilateral 
hemispheric seizures, may represent only some of the possible 
pathologic associations, and any mechanisms of pathogenesis 
or pathophysiology can only be inferred from our retrospective 
neuroanatomic study. Moreover, our measures of molecular 
layer IR axon sprouting were based on light microscopic anal- 
ysis. We can only imply that sprouted aberrant axons form 
functional synapses that might contribute to epileptogenesis. 
However, several human studies support our assumption by 
showing with electron microscopy that sprouted axon terminals 
in the molecular layer form new synapses for SS (de Lanerolle 
et al., 1992) GAD (Babb et al., 1992) and Timm-stained 
mossy fibers (Babb et al., 1991). 

It is also important to note that the expression of NPY and 
SS immunoreactivity in neural tissue and cerebral spinal fluid 
may be altered by recent seizures, antiseizure medications, and 
interictal electrophysiologic activity, which could potentially in- 
fluence our data (Marksteiner and Sperk, 1988; Pitklnen et al., 
1989; Wahlestedt et al., 1990; Sperk et al., 1992; Devinsky et 
al., 1993). However, we performed two different quantitative 
measures of IR sprouting and these techniques were (1) per- 
formed on surgical specimens that were uniformly collected and 
coprocessed for NPY, SS, and GAD in individual cases; (2) pa- 
tients were on similar antiseizure medications; (3) they had 
equally frequent intractable seizures; and (4) general anesthesia 
during temporal resection should reduce the risk of seizures just 
prior to collection. Our results found differential changes of 
NPY, SS, and GAD GV densities and the visual pattern of axon 
sprouting between adjacent regions from the same specimen 
(<90 pm; see Fig. 4) and several correlations between the 
amount of IR sprouting and hilar neuron losses. These findings 
support the notion that our experimental findings were from dif- 
ferences of anatomic synaptic reorganization and not from tech- 
nical biases. Lastly, de Lanerolle et al. (1992) described quah- 
tative differences in peptide synaptic plasticity and neuron losses 
between seizure patients with tumors and a “cryptogenic” cat- 
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Table 3. Clinical pathogenic analysis of covariance (autopsy cases excluded) 

NPY Somatostatin GAD 

Pattern GV diff Pattern GV diff Pattern GV diff 

Path. cat. l.UO.19 1.9lO.18 11.9/0.002 3.210.09 3.0/o. 10 0.45lO.5 1 

GC cts. 4. I IO.056 0.01/0.93 0.69/0.41 0.2010.66 3.9lO.06 1.210.29 

Interaction 0.32/0.58 0.0210.90 4.710.04 2.7/O. 11 1.210.29 0.06/0.80 

Path cat. 0.6310.44 4.0/0.057 3.6lO.07 0.25lO.62 5.910.027 0.02/0.89 

Hilar cts. 7.310.013 0.9410.34 1.9/o. 18 0.2810.60 6.310.023 2.310.15 

Interaction 0.44/0.5 I 0.33IO.57 0.46lO.50 0.14/0.71 4.710.044 0.89/0.36 

Path cat. 0.01/0.95 6.010.023 2.0/0.17 0.47lO.50 4.0/0.06 l.OlO.33 

CA4 cts. 6.3/0.020 I .3/0.27 2.2lO.16 0.09lO.77 9.7lO.007 0.72lO.41 

Interaction 0.38/0.54 2.1/0.16 0.2110.65 0.23lO.64 2.8/0.11 0.10/0.76 

Path. cat. 0. I8/0.67 3.6lO.07 0.98/0.33 0.03/0.87 0.61/0.45 0. I8/0.67 

CA3 cts. 3.3/0.08 0.4010.54 0.01/0.98 0.8810.36 2.310. I5 1.410.25 

Interaction I .3/0.27 0.82/0.37 0.01/0.99 0.06/0.80 0. I3lO.73 0.13lO.72 

Data are presented as F value//> value. Boldface values are statistically significant at p i 0.05. 

egory where the seizure onsets were in the temporal lobe based 
on intracerebral electrodes. Within the “cryptogenic” category 
were “atypical” patients whose post-resection seizure control 
was poor, and the qualitative patterns of peptide sprouting and 
cell losses were more like tumor patients. It is possible that this 
“atypical cryptogenic” group had clinical histories comparable 
to our idiopathic seizure patients. 

Neurounutomic implications of peptide IR sprouting 

Our data suggest that there are important pathologic changes in 
HS of NPY and SS containing neurons and axon circuitry (see 
Fig. 6). However, interpretation of our human data requires a 
cautious understanding of animal experiments which are typi- 
cally performed on normal hippocampi. For example, it appears 
that in normal rats, monkeys, and humans the anatomy of hilar 
NPY and SS neurons and their synaptic contacts are similar 
(Kiihler et al., 1986; Deller and Leranth, 1990; Leranth et al., 
1990) and represent a presumably inhibitory intrinsic axon sys- 
tem (Witter, 1993). Further, in humans approximately 30% of 
hilar neurons colocalize for both NPY and SS and thus should 
have a common axon circuitry (Chan-Palay, 1987; Kiihler et al., 
1987). Likewise, in normal rats approximately 30% of hilar 
GAD neurons are also SS positive (Kosaka et al., 1988). Two 
animal studies have concluded that hilar NPY and SS neurons 
primarily participate in local feedforward and feedback fascia 
dentata circuits with little or no input of IR fibers from the major 
fascia dentata afferents, the fimbria fornix and perforant pathway 
(Bakst et al., 1986; Deller and Leranth, 1990). Hence, hilar NPY 
and SS neurons most likely account for the IR plexus in the 
fascia dentata molecular layer. Normally, dendrites of hilar NPY 
and SS neurons receive afferent inputs from entorhinal and com- 
missural fibers located in the outer portions of the molecular 
layer, along with other synaptic contacts on their hilar soma from 
presumably excitatory mossy fibers and inhibitory GABAergic 
fibers (Fig. 6, left; Michelson and Wong, 1991; Witter, 1993; 
Frotscher et al., 1994). In turn, NPY and SS axons synapse on 
granule cells and their dendrites throughout, but primarily, in the 
outer molecular layer. 

Based on the pattern of HS hilar neuron losses, along with an 
understanding of the normal NPY and SS anatomy, we can con- 
ceptually predict the probable changes in synaptic circuitry as- 

sociated with epileptogenic hippocampi and compare the hy- 
pothesized changes with our visual and quantitative assessments 
of IR sprouting (Fig. 6, right). Specifically, loss of two hilar 
neuron populations associated with IPIs in HS could explain the 
pattern of NPY and SS axon sprouting. First, the loss of mossy 
cells and their axons would deafferent synaptic sites in the IML 
(Frotscher et al., 1994). Second, loss of some of the NPY and 
most of the SS hilar neurons would deafferent dendritic sites in 
the OML. Assuming that there are not sprouted NPY and SS 
axons from outside the damaged hippocampus, axons from sur- 
viving hilar NPY and SS neurons could sprout to reinnervate 
the available deafferented granule cell dendrites in the molecular 
layer with a greater preference to the more abundant deaffer- 
ented dendritic sites in the IML. With fewer granule cells re- 
maining in HS, one would expect a decrease in NPY GVs such 
as was found in the OML; while in the IML the increased num- 
ber of NPY axons in the face of fewer granule cell dendrites 
would not necessarily be different from normal. Further, such an 
interpretation could explain the diffuse and homogeneous char- 
acter of immunoreactive labeling observed in the HS cases com- 
pared to mass lesion/idiopathic patients without hilar neuron 
losses (see Figs. 1, 4). Since the proportion of surviving hilar 
peptide neurons are NPY cells and the thickness of the molec- 
ular layer is the same, the sprouting of IR axons would be more 
apparent and measurable for NPY compared to SS, which is 
again consistent with our GV assessments. 

Hence, one reasonable conclusion from our study would be 
that despite evidence of some hilar NPY and more SS hilar 
neuron losses associated with HS, axons IR for both peptides 
seem to show evidence of sprouting and probable reconnection 
of synapses in the fascia dentata molecular layers. These sprout- 
ed axon circuits would most likely be similar to their normal 
axon circuit connections with the exception that there would be 
a relative increased number of terminals in the IML from greater 
denervation there. Further, with fewer surviving hilar peptide 
neurons, each hilar cell may provide synaptic contacts over a 
larger held of the molecular layer compared to normal. Another 
speculative hypothesis is the possibility that hilar neurons may 
be capable of changing peptide expression following hippocam- 
pal injury (Sperk et al., 1992). Recall that in the normal fascia 
dentata there appears to be populations of hilar neurons that 
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NORMAL FASCIA DENTATA 

0 5s. 
HILUS II 

mossy fiber 

HIPPOCAMPAL SCLEROSIS 

Perforant Path Axons 

IML 

mossy fiber A CA3 

Figure 6. Scheme of the axon circuits in the normal fascia dentata (lefr) compared to the hypothesized axon connections that might occur in 
hippocampal sclerosis (right). Perforant path axons are primarily excitatory, but can contain GABA, terminate primarily on dendrites in the outer 
molecular layer (OML). OML dendrites include those from granule cells (CC) and basket cells (BC) of the stratum granulosum (SG), along with 
hilar neurons immunoreactive for somatostatin (SS), neuropeptide Y (NPY), and glutamate decarboxylase (GAD). The other principle hilar neuron 
is the mossy cell (MC). Excitation of OML dendrites from the perforant path would stimulate hilar SS, NPY, and GAD neurons along with basket 
cells in a feedforward mechanism and their axons would modulate granule cell excitation and/or inhibition. Further, firing of granule cell axons, 
the mossy fibers, would also excite the same population of hilar and basket neurons in a feedback pathway. Notice that one of the afferents to 
basket cells is a disynaptic feedback circuit between mossy fibers and mossy cells and this is the axon circuit that the dormant basket cell hypothesis 
states is primarily responsible for fascia dentata inhibition to perforant path stimulation. By comparison, in hippocampal sclerosis associated with 
eptleptogenesis there are preferential losses of mossy cells and some hilar SS and NPY neurons relative to granule cells and hilar GAD neurons 
(see dashed circles in hilus). Our data would be consistent with the notion that loss of these neurons and their axon connections should deafferent 
synaptic terminals on the inner molecular layer (IML) for MC loss, and other OML terminals from NPY and SS losses. Our findings (see Figs. 1, 
4, 5) would support the hypothesis that surviving granule cell mossy fibers sprout into the IML, and surviving hilar SS, NPY, and GAD neurons 
along with possibly GAD basket cells respond by sprouting axon collaterals to reinnervate deafferented terminals along the granule cell body and 
dendrites (right panel) 

coexpress peptides and/or GAD. Hence, it is possible that sur- 
viving hilar neurons that would not normally label for NPY or 
SS might express immunoreactivity in hippocampal sclerosis. 
However, our findings would still be consistent with the notion 
that such surviving neurons probably would sprout reactive ax- 
ons into the molecular layer. 

Unfortunately, the physiologic and functional alterations of 
these presumably inhibitory axons that might be associated 
with sprouted hilar NPY and SS neurons are not readily ap- 
parent from the literature. In the normal hippocampus, Klap- 
stein and Colmers (1993) showed that applications of NPY 
around pyramidal neurons presynaptically reduced excitation 
from stimulation of afferent axon circuits, and did not directly 
affect synaptically mediated inhibition. However, this affect 
was found in CA1 and CA3 pyramids and similar experiments 
on the fascia dentata granule cells did not demonstrated any 
physiologic affects. It has therefore been presumed that NPY 

acts as a modulator of neurotransmission but its exact function 
in the fascia dentata is unknown and the same can be said for 
SS (de Lanerolle and Spencer, 1991). Some evidence suggests 
that hilar peptide containing neurons may also contain small 
amounts of GABA (Halasy and Somogyi, 1993; Han et al., 
1993). However, it is unknown what are the physiologic affects 
of small levels of GABA on SS or NPY function (Houser, 
1991). Hence, it is currently impossible to accurately predict 
the functional consequences of NPY and SS sprouting in HS. 
However, we would expect based on our anatomic findings that 
whatever their function the physiology of these two peptides 
would be somewhat restored in the sprouted hippocampus, and 
in the area of the IML their functions might even be enhanced 
possibly contributing to chronic epileptogenesis (Babb et al., 
1991). Obviously, additional studies will be necessary to sup- 
port our predictions, but our hypothesis fits the available hu- 
man anatomic data. 
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Neuroanutomic implicutions of GAD IR sprouting 

In contrast to NPY and SS, predicting in HS the possible ana- 
tomic changes in GAD circuitry is much more difficult. How- 
ever, the most likely functional consequence is that GABAergic 
activity in the epileptogenic hippocampus is intact and probably 
enhanced relative to other neurotransmitters. There have been 
several attempts to describe the GABAergic neuroanatomy in 
the normal fascia dentata and the following observations show 
how difficult it is to study this area: (1) GABAergic neurons are 
a heterogeneous population of cells that occupy several areas of 
the fascia dentata (Ribak and Seress, 1983; Ribak, 1992), (2) 
there is a GABAergic component that projects with the perforant 
pathway into the dentate gyrus (Germroth et al., 1989), and (3) 
GABAergic axons form synapses with just about every dendrite, 
soma, and many initial axon segments in the fascia dentata 
(Frotscher et al., 1994). Hence, it appears that fascia dentata 
GABAergic neurons, especially basket cells and hilar neurons, 
are involved in several feedforward and feedback axon circuits 
onto granule cells and other fascia dentata interneurons (Fig. 6, 
left). 

Predicting which axon circuit from what GAD containing 
neuron sprouting into what new location would be extremely 
difficult. Yet, our two sprouting assessments for GAD would fit 
into a similar pattern as predicted for NPY and SS (Fig. 6, right). 
Loss of hilar peptide neurons and mossy cells associated with 
HS and IPIs would most likely deafferent synaptic sites in the 
molecular layer especially along the proximal granule cell den- 
drites (i.e., IML). The relative number of GAD neurons in the 
lower granule cells, infragranular, and hilar regions are not re- 
duced in HS compared to non-HS hippocampi, and surviving 
GAD neurons from inside and outside the fascia dentata could 
sprout axon collaterals to occupy these sites. Anatomically, our 
sprouting assessments did not find a decrease in GAD in the 
OML despite fewer granule cells and an increase in GAD puncta 
in the IML. This would suggest that there may be a relative 
hyperinnervation of GAD axons in the outer molecular layer as 
previously concluded for GAD puncta densities around principal 
neurons throughout the epileptogenic human hippocampus 
(Babb et al., 1989). Further, in the inner molecular layer, there 
is probably an increase in GAD sprouting that is greater than 

expected. 
Functionally, based on our anatomic data we would expect in 

the epileptogenic hippocampus that GABAergic circuitry should 
be intact and may even be enhanced especially along the prox- 
imal dendrites of granule cells. Moreover, several human studies 
support the hypothesis that GABAergic function is maintained 
in epileptic human hippocampi. For example, Schwartzkroin 
(1994) has pointed out that in human epileptic granule cells, in 
vitro slice experiments have all required either pharmacologic 
or physiologic manipulations that suppress GABAergic systems 
in order to demonstrate physiologic hyperexcitability (Masuka- 
wa et al., 1989, 1992; Pokorny et al., 1991). Further, there is 
evidence that inhibitory activity is intact in human slices (Iso- 
kawa et al., 1989; Knowles et al., 1992), and in contrast to the 
rat perforant path model, inhibition is enhanced with in vivo 
paired pulse stimulation of the perforant pathway in the epilep- 
togenic human hippocampus (Khan et al., 1990). Yet, it is im- 
portant to note that fascia dentata GABAergic physiologic ac- 
tivity may not be inhibitory in every circumstance. A recent 
study by Soltesz and Mody (1994) showed that activation of 
GABA, receptors on hilar neurons may increase firing rates. 

Hence, the functional consequences of GABAergic sprouting in 
hippocampal sclerosis will need to await further in vivo and in 
vitro physiologic studies. However, it is worth reemphasizing 
that our anatomic data support the notion that GAD containing 
hilar and basket neurons are relatively spared and it appears that 
there may be enhancement of GAD fibers in the epileptogenic 
hippocampus, especially in the inner molecular layer, that was 
not found in nonepileptogenic hippocampi. 

Comparisons to the pegorunt path model and the dormant 
basket cell hypothesis 

Our anatomic data from human hippocampi show some similar- 
ities, but also a number of contrasts to the rat perforant path 
model and the anatomy one would expect based on the dormant 
basket cell hypothesis (see introductory section; Sloviter, 1991). 
First, similar to the rat model, there was a preferential loss of 
hilar SS neurons compared to NPY and GAD neurons, and this 
was consistent with a prior report from human hippocampi by 
Robbins et al. (1991). However, the preferential loss of SS ap- 
plied to HS and not to mass lesion/idiopathic patients. According 
to the model hippocampi experiencing repeated extrahippocam- 
pal seizures over time should sustain preferential hilar SS and 
NPY damage (Sloviter, 1987, 1989, 1991). Hence, we would 
have expected that mass lesion/idiopathic cases with equal sei- 
zure histories as our HS patients should have shown similar 
damage to hilar SS and NPY neurons. Further, similar prefer- 
ential loss of hilar SS neurons has been noted in Alzheimer’s 
type dementia (Chan-Palay et al., 1986b; Chan-Palay, 1987) and 
in animal models of cerebral ischemia (Johansen, 1993; Matsu- 
yama et al., 1993) suggesting that this pattern of hilar damage 
is a common finding in several pathogenic mechanisms and is 
not restricted to seizure associated hippocampal damage. Sec- 
ond, the data from the perforant path model suggested that hilar 
GABAergic neurons were vulnerable to seizure associated dam- 
age while inhibitory basket cells were preserved (Sloviter, 1989). 
Our data indicate that in the human, GAD containing neurons 
consistent with basket-like cells and hilar GAD neurons are both 
preserved relative to the loss of other fascia dentata neurons. 
Third, GAD fibers were anatomically more prevalent than ex- 
pected in the fascia dentata molecular layer. It should be em- 
phasized that our data cannot specifically indicate which GAD 
neurons contribute to GABAergic sprouting or whether basket 
neurons have lost mossy cell axon connections and are physio- 
logically inactive. However, it seems likely that even if GA- 
BAergic basket cells were “dormant,” then this may represent 
only one component of the fascia dentata feedback inhibitory 
axon circuitry. Based on our findings, the loss of one axon af- 
ferent to one type of inhibitory neuron is not likely to substan- 
tially reduce all GABAergic feedforward and feedback function 
especially in epileptogenic hippocampi with reactive synapto- 
genesis (see Fig. 6). 

Finally, the pattern of fascia dentata and regio inferior neuron 
losses differs between HS and mass lesion/idiopathic patients, 
and this does not fit the excitotoxic perforant path model. Recall 
that according to the model, the pathogenesis of HS was that 
repeated seizures over time should damage first hilar followed 
by CA3 neurons and not granule cells. In our two pathogenic 
categories, HS and mass lesion/idiopathic, the averaged duration 
of chronic seizures were not different, and both patient groups 
showed loss of granule cells and CA3 pyramids compared to 
autopsies. This would be consistent with some excitotoxic as- 
sociated damage from repeated seizure activity (see Fig. 2; Cav- 
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azos et al., 1994). Yet, there was a difference in neuron losses 
between these pathogenic categories in hilar and CA4 neurons, 
which should have been the neuron populations preferentially 
injured even in mass lesions according to the rat model. Hence, 
it would appear that the pathogenic mechanisms of hippocampal 
hilar and CA4 neuron loss differ between hippocampal sclerosis 
and extrahippocampal seizure associated damage. 

Hypothesis of the pathogenesis and pathophysiology of 
hippocampal seizures 

Taken together, our human anatomic data from epileptogenic 
hippocampi most strongly supports the hypothesis that hippo- 
campal seizure genesis is associated with the most severely dam- 
aged and sprouted fascia dentata. Further, the fascia dentata re- 
organized axons onto granule cells and their dendrites seem to 
include (I) monosynaptic feedback excitatory (mossy fibers), (2) 
feedforward and feedback inhibitory (GABAergic), and (3) 
feedforward and feedback, probably neuromodulator or inhibi- 
tory (NPY and SS), circuits (see Fig. 6). Hence, one hypothesis 
that explains the pathogenesis of hippocampal sclerosis and is 
based on the available anatomic and physiologic human data 
would be that pathologic mechanisms associated with IPIs (i.e., 
excitotoxic, hypoxia) probably initiate fascia dentata damage 
and preferentially destroy hilar mossy cells, and some NPY and 
SS neurons. Surviving granule cells, hilar GAD, SS, and NPY 
neurons sprout axon collaterals to reinnervate deafferented fas- 
cia dentata terminals and these axon fibers are likely to be both 
excitatory and inhibitory. There would be a latent period be- 
tween the IPI and the onset of habitual temporal lobe complex 
partial seizures in which the fascia dentata axons reorganize and 
form aberrant synapses. Our finding that in HS NPY GV dif- 
ferences correlated with the length of the latent period is con- 
sistent with this notion (see Fig. 5). Likewise, several animal 
studies have shown that following hippocampal damage there is 
a physiologic latent period between the initial injury and the 
onset of spontaneous seizures. During this latent period, which 
can take several months in rats, axons such as mossy fibers 
progressively sprout into the molecular layer (Mathern et al., 
1993; Mello et al., 1993; Sundstrom et al., 1993). Further, axon 
sprouting has been demonstrated in very young hippocampi 
from children with repeated severe seizures (Mathern et al., 
1994a). Hence, it can be postulated that the pathophysiology of 
hippocampal seizures occurs because at some point progressive- 
ly reorganizing excitatory and inhibitory fascia dentata axon cir- 
cuits reach a critical amount and generate granule cell hyperin- 
nervation and hypersynchrony (Dichter and Ayala, 1987; 
Mathern et al., 1993). By contrast, hippocampi from mass lesion/ 
idiopathic cases sustain less hilar seizure associated damage 
from extrahippocampal sources and may or may not demonstrate 
the amount of axon sprouting associated with hippocampal scle- 
rosis and hence may or may not be epileptogenic. What is not 
known is by what mechanism would reorganized fascia dentata 
excitatory and inhibitory axon circuits generate physiologic sei- 
zures. As mentioned before, additional studies will be necessary 
to support our predictions, but our proposed hypothesis fits the 
currently available anatomic and physiologic data from humans 
with hippocampal sclerosis and intractable temporal lobe sei- 
zures. 
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